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A Guest lecture on ‘Computing’ was organized by the AI&ML & CSE Department on 2nd

May 2023, from 10:30 am to 01:00 pm. Mr.Baikuntha Narayan Biswal ,Assistant Vice President ,

CLM transformation, Deutsche Bank group, Bangalore was the guest speaker. The Welcome note

was given by Pranav of III year, CSE, MVJCE. The program was presided over by Vice- principal Dr

M. Brindha.

The Event was organized for III-year CSE and AIML students. The event aimed to get the

awareness on role of computing in today’s world, its advantages and challenges. The purpose of the

guest lecture was to expose the students to the various aspects related to the foundation of computing

and the latest computing techniques used in industries, today.

On his introductory remarks, Mr.Baikuntha Narayan Biswal explained the role of computing. He

pointed out the various computing methods. He mostly explained about the role of clouds and its

implementation part in real world.

Cloud computing is on-demand access, via the internet, to computing resources—applications,

servers (physical servers and virtual servers), data storage, development tools, networking capabilities, and

more—hosted at a remote data manager managed by a cloud services provider (or CSP). The CSP makes

these resources available for a monthly subscription fee or bills them according to usage.



The students who wanted to build their career in cloud computing were the major focus of

the suggested guest lecture. It included a succinct introduction to cloud computing. It also covered

the fundamentals of the cloud based application followed by application areas of those applications,

which will give the students a thorough understanding of the cloud deployment and integration

process. 300 students participated in the guest lecture session.

CSE,AIML,MBA,ETC Students participated in the event



Students from CSE, AIML,ISE participated in the event

Outcome of the Event

Participants from III CSE & AIML , ISE department got knowledge about a variety of cloud

platform such as AWS, Google App engine, Cloudhub , Cloudyne . In the guest lecture session, the

participants got a overview on how those tool works , which will be beneficial for them in near future

Over ally, it was a very informative session.


